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Now that we have been making masks, we have learned a few tips and tricks to 
streamline the assembly. Changes are to the wire gauge and tie assembly. Earlier 
versions work, but these are faster it seems. We have left the original version in 
strikeout so that you can see where the changes are.  

Besides taking them to Leigh Weintraub, Carole Van Hook or Josephine Keasler, 
completed masks can now also be taken to Nuttall Bernina. 

Many of you have seen on the news that the U of U med center is not accepting 
home sewn masks. Just so you know, most of our masks are going to non-hospital 
caregivers that are unable to get masks anywhere else. Your mask will help 
someone somewhere and give comfort to those who use them. We appreciate 
your help and good heart. 

Merry Mask Makers Pattern, Version 4 

Washable and Reusable 

Leigh Weintraub 801-243-3100 

 

Efficacy  is 50 – 70% of current surgical masks, depending on actual fabric used 

 

Intended Use – 

People that are coughing around others 

For those who must shop in a public space 

Backup for medical personnel or patients who are out of surgical masks 

 

Supplies 

Prewashed (hotter water is best) quilters grade cotton, Batiks are better by about 
10-15% for filtration, Sheets can be great at about 200-300 thread count .   

      (1)  10” x 14” rectangle  ---- mask body 
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(4)   20” x 1.5” to 2” strips (or bias binding from store or stash, or grosgrain 
ribbon sealed at ends, NOT satin ribbons not strapping)   --ties 

(1)   3” piece of 24 gauge/gage stainless steel wire  ---nose shaper 

 

Directions for assembly 

1. Prepare and cut all supplies to size.  If wire ends seem sharp, try to buff or 
file off the sharpest edges, or use jewelry pliers and curl ends to a loop 
tightly. If using 30 gage wire, double it and twist for strength. 

2.  Press 1.5” strips in half lengthwise, wrong sides together.  Fold raw edges 
into the middle fold along length.  Press.  Fold and tuck raw edges of one 
end in.  Press and pin.  Topstitch around one end and length at about 1/8 “.   

3.  Fold large rectangle widthwise, right sides together for mask body.  Result 
is a 10” by 7” piece.  Place the untucked tie ends into the seams at the four 
corners.  Make sure the long tie tails point to the interior and you can then 
let them hang out of the soon to be made 2” opening. Sew ¼” seam around 
the 3 open sides, leaving at least 2” open for turning along the long edge. 

4. Turn mask body right sides out.  Press edges. 
5. Make three pleats along each side by pinching and folding each pleat 

toward the bottom.  Pin in place at edges.  Be certain that all pleats fold 
toward the bottom.  The result of each pleat fold should be about ½”. Space 
them to leave the upper and lower ½” edges of mask body available for tie 
attachment.  Finished, pleated sides will be about 3” along the edges. 

6. Topstitch twice around all 4 edges of mask body. 
7. Find center of top/fold edge of mask body. Mark 1  5/8” either side of the 

top centerline.  Sew a channel for the wire by stitching vertically down from 
fold ½ “ at each marked location and stitching across between the two 
verticals, like the upper part of a football goalpost.  This should result in a 
channel for the wire that is 3 ½ “ x ¼”.  The pocket is just below the original 
topstitching done in step 6. Stitch this pocket twice.  See steps 9 and 10 for 
wire insertion. 

8. Attach straps securely along sides at all 4 corners on the outside of the 
mask. 
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9. From the inside of the mask, puncture or snip a tiny hole through only the 
single layer of fabric at one end of the wire pocket. 

10. Bend wire in half temporarily.  Fold mask to expose the hole. Insert the two 
ends of the bent wire and work them into place.  Flatten mask and wire, 
arrange as needed. 

11. You are done making a mask.  It should be about 9”x 3”, plus long dangling 
ties. Finished mask size will depend on your seam allowances and pleat 
sizes. 

 

 

 

 

 

Instructions for Use 

 

Place wire edge of mask over nose. 

Spread pleats to allow lower edge of mask to go under chin. 

Place upper ties behind and at top of head and tie with bow  

Using lower ties, snug mask under chin and pull over ears and tie bow at or near 
base of skull. 

Pinch and form the nose wire area snuggly at the nose bridge. 

Adjust or retie the ties to assure best fit. Eliminate all gaps around face/mask 
interface, if possible. 

The best fit for your mask is:  avoid gaps, be relatively comfortable wearing for 
more than an hour, and ties that stay in place without fussing while wearing. 
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(picture from v3) 


